Abstract Automated static timing analysis methods provide a safe but usually overestimated worst-case execution time (WCET). Overestimation is mainly due to the existence of the execution paths that turn out to be infeasible or unrealistic when dynamic behavior of the program or environmental assumptions are fully considered. In this paper, we propose a new method and a visual language called User Constraint Language (UCL) to obtain a tight WCET estimation. In our method, both the program and flow information are represented by single formalismfinite automata. UCL provides intuitive visual notations with which users can easily specify various levels of flow information to characterize the execution paths of program. The user constraints specified in UCL are translated into finite automata. The combined automaton constructed by a cross-production of the automata for program and user constraints reflects the static structure and possible dynamic behavior of the program. It contains only the execution paths satisfying user constraints from which we can obtain a tight WCET using a path-based or Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET)-based calculation method. A case study using part of a satellite flight software program demonstrates the effectiveness of UCL and our approach. 12
INTRODUCTION
Real-time embedded systems process external inputs, make appropriate decisions, and generate outputs necessary to control the peripherals connected to them. The correctness 1 1 1-4244-1488-1/08/$25.00 C 2008 IEEE. 2 IEEEAC paper # 1441, Version 2, Updated November 14, 2007 of system functionality not only depends on the logical correctness of the computation but also upon the time at which the results are produced. A prerequisite for temporal validation is knowledge about the upper bounds of the execution time of all time-critical tasks in the system. Underestimation of an upper bound can cause an overrun error endangering mission success, while overestimation causes a waste of valuable resources or degraded system performance. Research on static analysis is actively in progress to automatically find a tight and safe bound of the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) by analyzing program codes and modeling the target processor's hardware characteristics [1] - [10] . Static analysis estimates WCET by examining all possible execution paths and calculating the worst execution time among these paths without executing software. Current methods, however, have a limitation in that they usually overestimate the WCET since they cannot fully identify the infeasible execution paths. Furthermore, static WCET analysis methods do not take the feasible scenario of system operation into consideration. They may overestimate WCET, as they cannot identify the unrealistic or impractical paths when environmental assumptions on input data (e.g., the maximum input data rate, the predefined input data pattern, or input data exception handling) are fully considered. This information cannot be automatically extracted from the program code itself since the impractical paths can be semantically valid. Therefore, it is necessary for users to provide additional flow information to the static WCET analyzer to obtain a tighter WCET estimation. Users can provide a loop bound or information about the infeasible or impractical paths to the static WCET analyzer by annotating program codes or by specifying them in a separate file [ 1 1]- [13] .
However, currently available code annotation languages have simple constructs to bound the execution count of loops or calls to a subprogram, and lack enough expressiveness to specify infeasible or impractical paths of programs with a complicated control flow. Other program flow information representation languages such as the Information Description Language (IDL) [14] and the Flow Fact Language (FFL) [15] have been introduced to specify more complicated flow information. However, their notations are quite demanding for ordinary programmers to understand and use, and they have a limitation in specifying certain complex flow information. This paper proposes a new method for tight estimation of WCET and a flow information representation language called User Constraint Language (UCL). Our method uses finite automata to represent the static structure of a program and to specify its possible execution paths. It provides intuitive visual notations for users to easily specify various levels of flow information to characterize the dynamic behavior of a program. User constraints specified in UCL formulas are converted into corresponding finite automata. They are combined with the automaton representing a control flow graph (CFG) of the target program through cross production. The combined automaton does not contain the execution paths that violate user constraints, from which a tight WCET is calculated. UCL can specify the complex flow information to eliminate infeasible or impractical paths that are difficult or impossible to specify in other flow representation languages. It is also neutral to back-end calculation methods, so it can be applied to the path-based [7] or Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET)-based static WCET calculation method [16] . The consistency of a user-provided UCL specification is checked through the intersection of automata corresponding to UCL formulas. statements, allows the set to be narrowed down to the set of feasible paths [15] , [17] . This information can be provided by users or automatically obtained through static flow analysis. Research on static WCET analysis to obtain a tighter WCET by eliminating infeasible paths and finding loop bounds has been actively performed [4] , [6] - [8] , [18] . Figure 1 shows a sample program and its CFG to illustrate that we can achieve a tighter WCET by bounding the while loop to 10 and constraining the execution of basic block B5 to once at most. UCL specifies user constraints on a CFG using graphic notations as shown in Figure 3 . A user constraint begins with start-of-constraint marks and ends with end-ofconstraint marks. Trigger block and triggered block correspond to the cause and effect parts of a dependency relation, which are located within the start-and end-ofconstraint marks. Trigger block is not required for an unconditional constraint. Sequence notation is used to specify the execution sequence of trigger or triggered basic blocks. OR-join, AND-join, OR-fork, or AND-fork notations are used to represent a logical combination among trigger and/or triggered blocks. Cardinality is the execution count of a basic block, and iteration means the iteration number at which a basic block is executed in a loop. Scope is a part of CFG whose basic blocks are connected, where user constraints are effective. Functions and loops are default scopes, while the user can also define a scope.
For explanation purposes, we also define several textual notations: causal relation using '-+ ', sequence of execution of basic blocks by ' ', and negation by '-'. A(n) denotes a basic block A with cardinality n, A(@i) means that the basic block A is executed at the i-th iteration of innermost loop enclosing it.
3.1.1 Causal Dependency Figure 4 illustrates the usage of UCL notations to specify causal dependency between basic blocks in a CFG, followed by a comparison with corresponding specifications in FFL and IDL.
Il-I should be executed' is not satisfied by the constraint. The causal dependency 'C A G -+ I' cannot be specified as 'scope: < > : XC x XG < xI' because the execution counts of C and G may be greater than one. FFL cannot specify the sequence dependency 'D E -+ F', either. Figure 5 shows causal dependencies related to the execution counts of basic blocks. It represents six cardinality constraints and one iteration constraint: 1) B is executed unconditionally, 2) H is never executed when the scope is entered, 3) the loop bound of the loop LI is m-1, 4) S should be executed exactly m times when scope L2 is entered, 5) N should be executed after G is executed more than three times, 6) F should be executed at the first iteration of loop LI, and 7) the execution of K exactly n times should be followed by the execution of R exactly n times. The constraints specified by users using visual notations of UCL are converted into textual notations-UCL formulas. We describe the formal syntax and semantics of UCL formulas and a translation scheme to convert them into corresponding automata. A method to check the consistency of user-provided UCL specifications is also proposed.
Cardinality and Iteration
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Control Flow Automaton and Execution Path
In this paper, we represent a program as a control flow finite automaton whose nodes correspond to the program locations, and whose edges are labeled with the basic blocks of the control flow graph. For instance, Figure 6 (b) depicts a control flow automaton for the example code in Figure 6 (a). The automaton has a final state qll. Therefore, this CFA accepts a finite sequence of basic blocks w = BIB2(B3(B4+B5) B6B2)kB7(B8+Bs) B1o, where k is less than or equal to the loop bound. We assume that the number of occurrences of a basic block in the sequence w is finite. To give formal semantics of UCL formula, we define textual syntax of UCL as in Figure 8 . 
Semantics of UCL Formula
We define the semantics of UCL terms and formulas in terms of accepting finite paths using a satisfaction relation 1=. We write w 1= y to denote that an execution path w satisfies the term y. For a given execution path w = bo b1 b2
. bn, the satisfaction relation 1= is defined as follows. In Our aim is to construct the property-preserving CFA by production of the CFA and PA. We first generate PAs for the UCL formulas representing user constraints. n times of h. We restrict that the iteration constraint for a basic block be only applied to the innermost loop enclosing it. Automaton for the UCL term 7) is constructed by concatenating two automata for b and S as shown in [20] .
The automata for the UCL terms 8) and 9) are constructed through the union and intersection of the automata for UCL terms yo and y2 as described in [20] , [21] . Note that the union of automata is replaced with the complementation and intersection to avoid nondeterminism caused by e-transitions. Figure IO shows We now combine the CFA with the PAs to construct the property-preserving CFA from which the WCET is calculated using the path-based or IPET-based calculation method. Figure   4 (a) is inconsistent with the structure of the program. The consistency of UCL constraints can be verified through a language emptiness check for the PCFA. If the intersection of the set of reachable states from the initial state and that of final states of an automaton is an empty set, then the language of the automaton is considered empty. This is well known in the area of model checking [21] , [22] , so we do not describe it here.
Definition 7 (Consistency of UCL Constraints) Let C be a CFA and Po, P1,..., P, be a set of property automata for UCL constraints. The UCL constraints are consistent if and only if L( CppE.. ) . o for the property-preserving CFA 0' 1 CPP P otherwise, they are inconsistent.
APPLICATION TO STATIC WCET ANALYSIS

Overview of Our Approach
We propose an approach to accommodate UCL into the existing framework of the static WCET analysis as shown in Figure 11 . The shaded blocks indicate the required parts to integrate the UCL into the static WCET framework. The user specifies UCL constraints in the CFG generated by the static WCET analysis tool through an interactive GUI. Note that each basic block of the CFG is annotated with source codes for the user to easily specify the constraints. The visual UCL constraints are transformed into the UCL formulas by our tool for subsequent processing. Users can also directly specify their constraints as UCL formulas in a separate text file and load it later. These UCL formulas need to be translated into the proper forms for use in the calculation phase of a static WCET analysis technique. We use the deterministic finite automata to represent both the CFG of the target program and the user-provided UCL constraints. Our tool converts a CFG into a CFA and transforms the UCL formulas into PAs with the userprovided scope information. The PCFA is constructed through the cross-product of the CFA and PA. The inconsistency of user-provided constraints is fed back to the users by checking the emptiness of the PCFA. The longest execution time path of the PCFA becomes a candidate of the WCET path as all the user constraints are contained in the structure itself. It can be traversed to find the longest path in a path-based method, or can be used to generate the flow facts and solve the integer linear program (ILP) problem in the IPET method. Figure 12 illustrates how a user-provided UCL specification is processed by our tool. Figure 12(a) shows the CFG of the code in Figure 6 (a) with a user-specified constraint 'B4> Bg' to eliminate the infeasible paths that contain both B4 and B8. The tool assigns a unique label and a number to each basic block of the CFG for internal processing. Figure 12(b) shows the CFA converted from the CFG of Figure 12(a) . Note that the numbers that identify the basic blocks of the CFG become the labels of the CFA. The labels '31' (/JB), '32' (/E), and '33' (aE) that represent the entry and exit of the scopes are also properly placed in the CFA from the user-designated scopes a and ,6 (Note that aB is the same as /IB). The UCL formula 'aWp1I]--6]' is generated from the 'B4-Bg',wherea={4,5,6,...,13} andI= {8,9,10,..., 13}. It is then transformed into the property automaton shown in Figure 12 (c). It accepts only the paths that satisfy the UCL formula. Figure 12(d) is the PCFA generated through a cross-product of the CFA in Figure 12 (b) and the PA in Figure 12 (c). Automata intersection, determinization, and minimization utilities are used in the generation of the PCFA. The WCET is calculated from this PCFA with the execution time for each label in the same way as it is calculated from a CFG in the usual static WCET methods. The loop bound constraint for the original CFG ('Fl_LI NHeader < I IxFl Ni') should be correspondingly reflected in the calculation of the WCET from the PCFA ('Fl LI NHeader_O + Fl LI NHeader_1 < 1 IxFl Ni'). Figure 12 (e) depicts the WCET path produced by our tool from the PCFA using the IPET technique. The worst-case execution time path obtained by the IPET calculation can be disconnected due to loops in the PCFA. Puschner and Schedl [23] proposed a method to prevent the disconnected WCET path. The two constraints 'Fl _LI NHeader_l < II xFl Nl' and 'Fl L NHeader _0 < II x Fl_L IN3_0' were required for the two loops in the PCFA. Note that the automata shown in Figure 12 (b-e) are only for the internal use inside our tool and are not presented to the user. The edges in the WCET path are automatically mapped back into the original CFG for presentation to users as shown in Figure 12 (f). The calculated WCET is 884 cycles, which is tighter than the WCET (912 cycles) obtained directly from the Figure 12 (a) using the IPET method, since the latter was calculated from the infeasible path containing both 'Fl_LI N3' (B4) and 'Fl N4' (B8). We implemented UCL into an IPET-based static WCET analysis tool called TimeBounder. TimeBounder takes C source code and user defined flow constraints specified in FFL as its input, and outputs calculated WCET with the execution count of each basic block. Figure 13 shows a screenshot of the tool. Current version of TimeBounder supports only Intel 80386 target processor and runs on MSWindows platform. We put emphasis on minimizing changes in the existing tool in implementing UCL. We implemented an interactive GUI module to provide users with menu of UCL notations for specifying user constraints in the CFG as shown in Figure 12 (a). A module to convert CFG into CFA with user-provided scopes and a module to transform user constraints in UCL formula into PA are newly added. Utilities which perform operations on automata such as intersection, determinization, minimization, and language emptiness check are added. Figure 14 shows a snapshot of prototype tool which calculates the WCET from PCFA with user-provided loop bound information.
EXPERIMENT
We performed an experiment with a part of satellite flight software to evaluate the expressiveness of UCL and to check the validity of the proposed approach. Table 2 summarizes the experiment with the data acquisition and command modules of the KOMPSAT-2 flight software. It shows the estimated WCETs with the measured WCET. The measurement was performed by domain engineers through the time-consuming process of running possible paths and measuring the execution time in the electrical testbed of the satellite using the In-Circuit Emulator of an 803 86DX target processor. As shown in the ratio to measurement, the WCETs estimated without user constraints are overestimated because TimeBounder could not identify the infeasible or impractical paths. For example, the WCET estimation without user constraints in row 1 was overestimated since it did not consider the maximum data rate and types of input data. The WCET estimation using user constraints specified in FFL is tight due to the additional flow information on the possible loop bounds and impractical paths specified in FFL. Even tighter estimations of the WCET were obtained as in rows 2, 5, 6, and 6 by specifying the flow information in UCL, which could not be fully specified in FFL. Note that the UCL constraints in the table are not in complete UCL formulas, and the loop bound information is omitted.
nodes are repeated or the loop is unfolded at the PCFA in our approach. This problem can be alleviated by turning over the simple cardinality constraints to FFL. We can directly apply the simple cardinality constraints that can be specified in FFL at the calculation phase of the IPET method.
CONCLUSION
The WCET provided by static WCET analysis methods needs to be safe and tight, but it is usually overestimated due to loops and infeasible paths in program codes. The WCET overestimation can also occur in a real-time embedded system that has constraints on input data or hardware dependency that are not analyzable from the code. This implies that additional flow information is a prerequisite for tight WCET estimation by static analysis tools.
In this paper, we proposed a new flow representation language UCL to facilitate the specification of user constraints. User constraints specified in UCL formulas are converted into corresponding finite automata. They are combined with the automaton representing the control flow graph of a target program through cross production. The combined automaton does not contain infeasible or impractical execution paths, which are the main causes for loose estimation of WCET. Our approach is neutral to backend calculation methods. The PCFA generated in our method can be applied to the calculation phase of IPETbased or path-based static WCET analysis techniques. A case study with satellite flight software using an IPET-based static WCET analysis tool demonstrated the feasibility and usefulness of UCL and our approach.
For future work, we plan to perform further case studies with the codes of real-time systems in various domains to evaluate the usefulness of the UCL notations. We also are studying ways to reduce the large state space caused by the intersection of automata as the number of nodes in the PCFA increases according to the UCL constraints.
The experiment demonstrates that UCL has enough expressiveness to specify complex constraints such as causal dependencies between if-statements in different loops or a logical combination of causal dependencies, which are difficult or impossible to specify in FFL. UCL is also evaluated to be user-friendly since the user can specify constraints using visual notations through a graphic user interface instead of specifying them by equations of execution counts. However, the user constraints related to the cardinality constraints, such as the execution count of basic blocks within a scope and simple loop bound, can be expressed and processed more efficiently in FFL since the 
